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Living in the Sahara DesertLiving in the Sahara DesertLiving in the Sahara DesertLiving in the Sahara DesertLiving in the Sahara DesertLiving in the Sahara DesertLiving in the Sahara DesertLiving in the Sahara Desert

If you look on the maps you 
can find the Sahara Desert.
Can you tell which country 
the Sahara Desert is in?
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Desert Nomads

Drought

People have been living in the desert for thousands 
of years. They have survived by collecting enough 
food and water to live – without disturbing the 
desert.

They have found 
ways of building 
shelters from the 
few bushes and 
trees that grow.Sa
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Many people who live in hot deserts are nomads. 
Nomads move with their animals from place to 
place in search of water and grazing for their 
animals.

These nomads live in the Sahara Desert.
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Because deserts are so dry, there is very little grass 
for animals such as goats, cattle and camels so, 
people have to keep moving from place to place in 
search of grass for their animals.
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When it’s very hot, people and animals need to 
drink more. These people travel in the coolest 
part of the day, which is usually early morning. 
By travelling when it is cooler they can save 
their water supplies.
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Water comes from sudden rain storms or can be 
found below the surface at springs or water-holes.
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This is an oasis in the Sahara Desert. Nomads 
travel from oasis to oasis with their herds of sheep, 
goats, cattle and camels.
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The nomads live in tents along the way. The tents 
are quick and easy to put up but light for 
carrying. 

They often 
have air 
spaces around 
the sides to 
keep the inside 
of the tent 
cool. Sa
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Camels carry the tents and 
all the nomads’ possessions 
from one place to another.
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Camels are very important in the desert. Not only Camels are very important in the desert. Not only Camels are very important in the desert. Not only Camels are very important in the desert. Not only 
are they used to carry things, they also provide are they used to carry things, they also provide are they used to carry things, they also provide are they used to carry things, they also provide 
the desert people with milk and cheese which is the desert people with milk and cheese which is the desert people with milk and cheese which is the desert people with milk and cheese which is 
made from camel’s milk.made from camel’s milk.made from camel’s milk.made from camel’s milk.

Camel dung is burned as Camel dung is burned as Camel dung is burned as Camel dung is burned as 
fuel for cooking and for fuel for cooking and for fuel for cooking and for fuel for cooking and for 
heating.heating.heating.heating.

In some places, camel In some places, camel In some places, camel In some places, camel 
hair is woven into cloth hair is woven into cloth hair is woven into cloth hair is woven into cloth 
or made into tents and or made into tents and or made into tents and or made into tents and 
clothes.clothes.clothes.clothes.
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The long, flowing clothes worn by desert travellers 
help to keep them cool during the day and warm 
at night.
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The long robes cover the whole of the body, 
especially the head, to give protection against 
the sun. At night, the clothes can be wrapped 
close to the body to keep the owner warm.

Head veils are 
especially useful 
because they can 
be wrapped 
around faces to

keep out sand blown by the wind.
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The Tuareg 
people 
usually wear 
bright blue 
clothing.

The man on 
the camel is 
using his veil 
to keep out 
the dust.Sa
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There are different groups of people living in the 
Sahara Desert. Bedouins belong to the Sahara 
Desert. They usually wear mostly white clothing.
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DroughtDroughtDroughtDrought

Remember rain?Remember rain?Remember rain?Remember rain?
Those first dropsThose first dropsThose first dropsThose first drops

that hit the dusty earth?that hit the dusty earth?that hit the dusty earth?that hit the dusty earth?

When empty skyWhen empty skyWhen empty skyWhen empty sky
always bluealways bluealways bluealways blue

shows not a single cloud?shows not a single cloud?shows not a single cloud?shows not a single cloud?

You think of rain’sYou think of rain’sYou think of rain’sYou think of rain’s
thirstthirstthirstthirst----quenching smellquenching smellquenching smellquenching smell

on dry and grateful ground.on dry and grateful ground.on dry and grateful ground.on dry and grateful ground.
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Drought happens when there is 
no rain for a very long time. 
Everywhere, the land dries up 
and people and animals can’t 
find water. 

Without 
water, nothing 
can survive.Sa
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For hundreds of years, 
the Tuareg people lived 
as nomads, herding 
their animals from 
place to place just 
south of the Sahara 
Desert in Mali, Africa.
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They have lived a traditional nomadic life. 
Whenever they needed anything, tea or grain or 
clothes, they would take an animal to the market 
and sell it to buy what they needed. 
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This is a Tuareg jewellery shop in the middle of the 
Sahara Desert!
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The nomads, 
including the
Tuareg, made 
shelters along 
the way or 
carried tents 
with them.
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This is a tent used by 
the  Tuareg people.
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Desert people may walk for miles to collect water 
for themselves and their animals. Because there is 
so little water in the desert, they are often forced 
to share whatever (often dirty) water than can find 
in shallow pools with their animals.

Clean water is 
very important 
but very hard 
to find. These 
are wells that 
have been dug 
in the desert. 
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Charities have raised money to dig wells so that 
there is clean water.
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For the last forty years, drought has made it 
impossible for many of the Tuareg people to live in 
the way they were used to.

In order to survive, 
they have had to 
give up their 
wandering way of 
life and begin to 
settle in villages.Sa
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This is a well in the village. 
A hole has been dug deep 
into the sand to find clean 
water for the families to use.

This is a Tuareg 
family inside their 
woven hut.
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Now many of the Tuareg people farm the land 
around their village so that they are sure of a food 
supply that won’t be affected quite so much by 
drought.
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